
 
Own and control your company’s security, including high voltage perimeter fencing.  SAVE! 
 

COSTS: NEW FENCE COSTS & MATERIAL LIST: 
 
The material listed here is “top grade” and will not rust in a few months. The material and components 
are listed at current retail costs. This is typical component pricing for 2,000 feet of a monitored 10 foot 
high 20 strand fence: The following are the prices of the components required and the totals allows for 
various gates and perimeter openings. With these components installed correctly, one should not see any 
signs of rust or deterioration for several years. 
 
Fence Wire (minimum tensile break 614 lbs, galvanized and polished) 45,000 linear feet required: Even 
close to the ocean will not even start to rust for several years. 
$840.00 
 
Steel corner posts, gate posts and end posts. (4” Diameter, 14’ polished, galvanized with brace bands 
and end caps) NOTE: every drilled hole is a rust point. 
$2786.00 
 
Fiberglass wire support posts, they only have to support the weight of the wire for +/- 20 feet. 
$2600.00 
 
Insulators (there are several ways to hold the wires in place) but for security, insulators look the meanest 
and just slightly more expensive than the cheaper wire holders. 
$530.00 
 
Crimp connectors, stainless steel U-bolts, misc hardware and grounding components: 
$1000.00   
 
The actual 12 volt DC Fence HV energizer, 12vdc voltage monitor, connecting cable … This dollar 
figure will vary depending on the individual components but should average about $1,000 to $1,200.00.  
It is relatively easy to do the fence in zones so when you have an intruder you know where to respond to. 
Add another $1,000.00 for each additional zone.  
$1200.00 per zone 
 
Now, for less than $8,500.00 one has all the components for well built, long lasting security fence. Just a 
note here, that all of the “ex” rental fences that we have replaced and discarded the materials as sub-
standard, and the bill of materials involved would have cost significantly less than the amount above.  
 
The installation labor for a reasonably competent and equipped crew should be 150-200 man-hours. 
The above costs are a one-time capital expense. Your recurring monthly costs for  UL Listed central 
station security monitoring, Round-Up (weed killer), brush cutting and miscellany should be in the range 
of $100 to $200 a month.  
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